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A. Complete the passage with the suitable words. (20%@2%)
Sharks
Sharks are e.g.

frightening

(frighten). They have strong jaws and big teeth. Their eyes

are 1.__________ (good) than people’s. They can see in the water. They can also smell
things which are far away. So, they are good at catching food. Many people are
2.__________ (frighten) because sharks eat all kinds of animals. The Great White shark is
famous for killing people. The Tiger shark is also very dangerous. It is 3.__________
(active) at night than during the day.
Actually, some sharks are very 4.__________ (interest) and gentle. The Whale shark is the
5.__________ (big) shark. It can be 50 feet long. The Swell shark is a 6.__________ (small)
shark. It drinks a lot of sea water to make itself 7.__________ (large). The Angel shark has
a flat body. Its tail is 8.__________ (long) than its body. The Dwarf shark is the
9.__________ (small) shark. It is about 1920 centimetres long. The Blue shark and the
Mako shark are the 10.__________ (fast) sharks. They can jump out of the water. The
Hammerhead shark has a board head that looks like a hammer. It can hear as
well as people can. It does not swim all day and it does not bite people very often.
B. Write the correct letter in the box. (12% @2%)
1. What do sharks have?
A. strong jaws and big tail
B. good eyes and big nose
C. strong jaws and big nose
D. good eyes and big teeth
2. What are sharks good at?
A. seeing in the water
B. smelling things
C. catching food
D. all of the above
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3. When does the Tiger shark catch food?
A. in the morning
B. at noon
C. in the afternoon
D. at night
4. Which is the biggest shark?
A. The Great White shark
B. The Tiger shark
C. The Whale shark
D. The Blue shark
5. Which is the smallest shark?
A. The Angel shark
B. The Swell shark
C. The Mako shark
D. The Dwarf shark
6. Which of the following is true about the Hammerhead shark?
A. It is good at looking for a hammer.
B. It is good at hearing sounds.
C. It is good at swimming.
D. It is good at biting people.
C. Write six sentences with the words in the brackets. (18% @3%)
Do not go swimming when…
e.g. you are bleeding.

(bleeding)

1.

(alone)

2.

(at night)

3.

(no lifeguard)

4.

(people fishing)

5.

(fish jumping)

6.

(wear / shiny / things )
End of Paper
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